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This paper ciiscusses the present state of kncwled~e concern=~ the use 
of sohlieren and direct-shdow methods fc-- the vlsuclizatmn of high-sped flow, 

-the emphasis being on the use of the mcthcds u wind tunnel experiments. The 
techniques for observing fluws which arc two-dimensmnal or whxh pcssoss axial 
symetry have reached m advmced stage of develcpnent, rind are satisfactory for 
ElCSt investigations Of thiS kid; rCCCnt progress iS rcVi'2wed. in Perot I. 

In contrast, ccmpc.rntivoly little work has been acne on the aevelcpment 
of techniques for visunlizinS the flow round finite wings and wing-body 
combinations. Several methods which my be useful for the study of flows of this 
type are described briefly in Part II, but further work is necessary before the 
value of these methods can be assessed. 
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1. Introduction 

The changes of air density which occur lrhen air flows at high speed past 
A body are ACCO!.TQX!dlied by chango 6 of refractive index, and they mu thus be observed 
or photographed by opticnl methods. Among these methods, the schlieren techniques 
are those most widely used in aeronautical work, end although their use has been 
lar@y confined to wind tunnels, successful records have also bean obtained in 
flight. The methods have also been in use for many years to photograph the flow 
round projectiles fired along ballistic rsngcs. 

Although the principle of the schlicren methods has been undorntood for 
nearly a century, many improvements have rcocntly bocn made largely as a result of 
experience gained by using the methods to examine the flow in high-speed wind 
tunnels, The present paper rev~~s some of thesc developments end gives exomplen 
of the usefulness of the methods in aerodyncmic experiments. 

In thoor$s* it is sometimes possible to USC the schlieron tecbn3ques to 
nensurc the density gradients in ‘de flow quantitntivoly, but there are usually 
severe practical difficultics3 and in ncrodynontics thoy are most commonly used to 
show the positions %on$ shapes of regions of density gradient such as those 
occurring in shock and exp.ansion waves, and in boundary layers Land wakes. U.&l 
in this way the methods require only co:rparatively simple cpparatus and are of 
great assiotnnce in builcling up a physical understanding of the flow. They enable 
A relatively large field to be examined rapidly and without the introduction of 
the disturbances produced by exploriix instruments, and when used in conjunction 
with high-speed photography are particularly v,aluablc for studying unsteady flows. 
Quantitative ncosurements of the density in the field of flow can he mode by 
means of an interferometer, but althowh comparatively simple instruncnts have 
recently boon use2 successfully, the apparatus is nom cmplic3.tcd and expensive 
th<an A schlieren system with a comparable field. Moreover sxnce nn interferometer 
reCOrd is A ikCtiOn Of the doZX3ity whereas a sohlieron reCOr6 iS A fbXIOti.On Of 
the density gradient, there are certain flow phenomena which are more clearly seen 
by schlieren methods. Thus although the interferometer is of great value in 
certain types of investigation it should not be rc&ardcd as on alternative to the 
schliercn methods and it is frequently desirable to supplement the interferometer 
measurements by schlieren observations. Because of the difficulty of interpret- 
the photographs, the use of optical metho& of exploration has been 1nreel.y 
confined to flows which are either two-dimension,ol or possess ,&al metry. The 
importonce of aspect ratio and planfonn at high speeds makes it hqhly desirable, 
however, to develop the methods so that they mny be used to study more 
complicated types of floxr. Several techniques which nsy be useful for this 
purpose are described; some of these have alreafiy given Valuable results, but 
further work is nccessory before the value of others can be assessed. 

The present paper is confined to optical nothods. Other methods such as 
the use of ttitg or of an oil fil&s5 on the surface of the modal, or the 
"vapour-screen" and "tuft-grid"7 techniques for obscrvinl: the trailing vortex 

pAttCrn behind the model are frequently of great value, and details are given in" 
the references cited.. 

Part I/ 
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Part I. General Considerations, and Methods for 
Two-dincnsional Flow 

2. The Principles of the Schlieren Methods 

The best-known schlieren methods nre the Too 
8 

ler systomg and the dlrcct- 
shadow technique which is usually ,attributed to Dvorak , The principle of the 
Toepler method is illustrntcd on tho bnsis of geometrical optics in Fig.1 which 
shows diagronrmtically a typical arrangement of the appcaratus round the working 
section of a wind tunnel. A source of light (3) placed at the focus of a 
conowe mirror (M,) produces a parallel beam of light which passes across the flow 
to be examined. A second mirror (Mz) placed behind the flow gives an image of 
the source in its focal plane (K), and a camera lens (L) then forms an image 
of the plenc of the flow on the screen or photographic plate Q. Dy placing a 
knife edge in the focal piano (K) a fraotlon of the image of the source is out 
off so that only part of the light roaches the scrwm, If the density in the flow 
is uniform across plclnes normal to the direction of the light the screen darkens 
uniformly as the knife edge is moved across because the images of the source 
associated with light passing through individual regions of the flow field arc 
coincident at K. 

If, however, there is in the flow a density gradient normal to the 
direction of the light the beam is deflected tow,ards the region of higher density 
because the light travels more slowly where the density is greater. The lrlago of 
tho source arising from the light which passes through this region of density 
gradient is thus displaced relative to the lmifc edgo and the amount of light 
passing on to the screen changes. Thus the illumination on that part of the screen 
correspondin? to the density gradient in the flow changes relative to that of the 
surrounaing image. 

Of the types of stop which may be used in tho focal plane of the second 
mirror, n hife edge usually gives the most valuable results in aeronautical work. 
With a knife edge the system is sensitive only to deflections of the image of the 
source in n direction normal to tho edge, anil this should usually be set, therefore, 
perpendicular to the direction of the density gradient to be observed. For 
ex,amplc, Figs, 2(a) ‘and. (b) rare Tocplcr photographs of the flow round a double- 
wodgc wing scotion moving at 1.6 times tho speed of sound taken with the tiife cage 
pcrpendiculor to and pnrnllcl to the chord lino respectively. The directions of the 
positive components of the density grndicnt perpendicular to the knife edge are 
shown by arrows, and since the image of the source will be deflected in these 
directions it follows that the inago of aqy region of' the flow where there is a 
component of the density gradient towards the opaque p,vt of the edge will appear 
dark. i?cgions of the flow in which there is a component away from the opaque port 
of the edge will appear as hi&lights. Thus in Pig,2(a) the shook waves (through 
which the density increases) appenr dark, and the cxp‘ansion waves as highlights, 
In the boundary layor and wake the density gradient is almost entirely parallel to 
the knife edge and theso features arc, therefore, most clearly seen in Fig.2(b)*. 

Direct-shadow observations may bo made by using the light souroe and the 
first mirror shown in Fig.1 to produce a parallel bc‘am of light and observing tho 
flow on a screen or photographic Plato held at Q' inmediately behind the working 
section. 

3. The Sensitivity and Workin? RNIRO 

The Toepler app‘aratus is sorsitivc to deflections of the light beam only 
over a certain r,anee of deflection in which tho image of the source remsins 
p,oztially cut off by the lmifo edge; if the image is deflected complctcly on to 
or away from tho edge, further deflection produce s no chengc of illumination on 
the viewing screen or photographic plate, If this working rage is exccoded in 
p,arts of the field, detail is lost in the photograph because it is thon impossible 
to distinguishlO botwcen density gradients in the flow stronger than those 
corresponding to tho limits of the range. 

______________________c_I____________I__------------------------------------ 
'Because of the offecte of diffraction regions of sharp density gradient in a 
direction normal to the knife edge are in fact visible. 
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It is c.?sy to shovr'O that the scnsltivitg (defined ns the rate of change 
of contrast in the final image with ohLange of density grodiont in the flour) of the 
npporatus is invorscly proportional to the working rongo, so that when the apparatus 
is set up a compromise is necessary between the conflicting requirements of 
sensitivity and range. The only oortain woy of determining whether the range is 
exceeded is to make detailed observations of the displrcenant of the image of the 
source, but this is often impracticable in wind-tunnel experiments whore it nay bc 
necessary to take in succession large numbers of photographs of flows in oaoh of 
which the density gradients differ, In such oases it is usually found that the best 
procedure is to provide adequate r,?nge for the series of photographs end to ncccpt 
the zssociatcd unnecessary loss of sensitivity in some of thorn. 

The only convenient method for adjustinglo the range ,md sensitivity of D. 
Toepler apparatus is to change the height of the light source (i.e., the domension 
perperrdioular to the knife edgo). This may be done within limits by using sn 
optical system consisting of a condenser end slit, or by changing the physical 
dimensions of the source itself. A convenient method is to use a rectangular shaped 
source which CM be rotated about the wis of the optical system so that the height 
of the source cm be adjusted to any value bctwccn its lo&h and its breadth. 

In wind-tunnel work a large rongo is sometimes needed, and it is ofton 
difficult to provide a uniform sourcs which is large enough to givo this, 
especially if the souroe is required to bo of very short duration for high-speed 
photography. Korcover, if the range is ,adjusted by changing tho dimensions of the 
souroo, the position of the knife cdgo in NI off-wis system of the type shown 
in Pig.1 also needs to be adjusted because of the astiarlatism. To overcome those 
and other 
apparatus' 5 

see Section 4) drarvbacks of the conventional Toepler method, a new 
has been developed at the N.P.L. Here, insto,ad of a hife edge in the 

focal plane of the second mirror, a filter is used. This is @aded in one 
direction so that the amount of light which is transmitted changes as the image of 
the source is deflected. Since such a filter con be produced with any required 
dimensions there is no limit to the range which oan be obtained by using a filter 
of suitable size; moreover, a “point” light source can be used thus minimising 
the optical nberrations and increasing the depth of focus of the apparatus, as well 
as enabling direct-shadow photographs to be taken without having to change the 
source (see Section 6). 

The filters used so far at the N.P.L. have been made by using o. 
photographic enlarger to print from a neutral glass wedge onto a photographic plo 
filters giving different r,an.ges and sensitivities are produced by altering the 
enlargement in the printing process. Filters with any required charnctcristic 
could be produced by usmng a cam-driven shutter to control the photographic 
exposure, and this method is being investigated. In perticulLv the use of a 
linearly-graded density in the filter is of interest as this would give an 
apparatus whose sensitivity was independent of the position of the source image 
relative to the filter, a feature of considerable value on wind tunnels where a 
considerable amount of vibration may occur, 

.te; 

4. The Sharpness of Schlieren Photographs 

One of the advantages of the schlieren methods over other methods of flow 
exploration is the ease with which they may be used to examine unsteady phenomena. 
The flows to be examined generally contain regions of unsteadiness (e.g., the wake)' 
and it is, thorofore, the practice at the N.P.L. to take the majority of still 
photographs with exposures of less than one microsecond. Time exposures are 
sometimes taken for comparison with the high-speed photographs when it is 
uncertain whether the flar is ctenrl:r or not, or as a simple alternative to high- 
speed cincmatograpw when it is required to estimate the ;u?plitudc of a periodic 
oscillation (e.g., the fore and aft oscillation of a shock wave along the surface 
of an nerofoil). Since a schlioren systmn integrates the density gradients over 
the span of the wind tunnel an3 conditions sre nwcr exactly uniform across the 
span (especially near the side walls) it might be expected that, as the exposure 
was reduced, a value would be reached beyond which furthor decrease would give no 
improvement in the sherpncss of the photograph. Experience In testing at speeds 
between nbout & and 2 times the speed of sound aerofoils completely spanning the 
working section has sho%n that this limit has not been reached when the exposure 
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has been reduced to about l/5 of a microsecond* which is the smallest value so for 
achieved at the N.P.L. when sufficient energy is used in the light source to give 
a satisfactory photograph, 

If the exposure is short enough, the sharpness of the photograph &spends 
mainly on the focussing and on the resolvulg power of the optical system and of the 
photographic emulsion. The apertures of the mirrors end the comora lens should, 
if possible, be larga enough not to limit the resolutmn. For aorofoil models 
spanning or nearly spanning the working section it is frequently found that the 
appearance of the boundary layer end wake alter as the plane of focus is chsngcd 
over a region in which, when the tunnel is not running, the image of the ncrofoil 
model remains sharp, This effect arises becr>usc rays of light entering, from one 
side of the working section, the region of highest density Gradient within the 
boundary layer may be refracted so much that they pass right out of the opticel 
systom, whilst the curvature of other rays is 
origin in the flow is displaoedi3. 

such that their apparent point of 
It is, thcrcforc, found to be necessary to 

focus the apparatus with the tllnnel running so that the image of the boundary l??er 
is not unduly distorted, The practice of focussing on fine wires or electric-lsmp 
filaments held in the centre of the tornel before the experiment begins is 
unsatisfactory. 

The use of a graded filter instead of a knife edge is found to give sn 
improvement in the sh,vpnoss of the photographs in addition to overcoming 
difficulties associatedwith the working r,ange of the apparatus (see Section 3). 
This feature is illustrated by compr&ng the image of the wake in Pig.J(a) which 
was taken using a knife e&c with that in Fig.j(b) which was taken with the same 
exposure tune using a graded filter in an otherwise identical optical system, Tho 
improvement obtained with the filter is associated with NI amelioration of the 
effects of diffraction at the knife edge. The authors Lye unay13re of any direct 
reference tT6tl,ms matter in the literature, but several workers in Francei&, 
and America t 7 have studied the diffraction effects associated with modifications 
of the imaging aperture by moons of shaped screens or filters with graded 
transmission. 

In this connecizon it is of interest to compare the images of a pin hole 
placed in the object plane (i.e., the working sootion of the &.nd tunnel) obtained 
with schlieren systems using a knife o&e and a graded filter with the image when 
neither is present. Fig.&(a) shows the extension of the image in a direction 
perpetiioulnr to the knife edge which would be eqeoted for this type of 
apertureIS, and Fig&(b) shows that the affect of the graded filter on the 
distribution of light in the image is comparatively small. 

5. Schlieren Methods givinm Invlses in Colour 

Simple modifications to either the Toepler apparatus or the graded- 
filter apparatus enable a multi-coloured image to be obtained in which each hue 
corresponds to a particular density gradient in the flow pattern. One method'9 
is to place a prism in front of 0. 
the first mirror (&) in Fig.1. 

source of white light located at the focus of 
A spectrum is thus produced at the focal plane 

of the second mirror and the oolour of the 2nage on the screen CM be adjusted by 
moving a slit (parallel to the bands of the spectrum) across the spectrum. When 
a density gradient is present part of the spectrum is displaced and light of a 
different colour passes through the slit. 

An alternative method ,umlogous to that employed in the graded-filter 
apparatus is to use a point light source snd to place a colour trensparency of a 
pure spectrum in the focal plane of the second mirror. This method is simpler 
thnn that described above, end has the further advantage that the effects of 
diffraction at the slit are avoided. 

, Since/ 
--------_------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"The exposure times quoted in this paper have bocn determined by moans of a photo 
multiplier, and give the time interval over which the brightness exceeds l/IO 
of the maximum. 
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Since the eye is more sensitive to changes of hue then to changes of 
illununation, the colour methods are more oensitive than the oonventlonal methods, 
but because of the difficulties of processing and reproducing colour photographs 
they Care seldom used in routine work except when visual observations clone are 
required. 

6. Direct-shadnr Methods 

If in Fig.1 the density gradient normel to the light bosm is non-uniform, 
adjacent rays will bc deflected by different amounts and will converge or diverge 
on leaving tho flew. An image may then be formed directly as a shadow on a screen 
or photographic plate held behind the working section at Q'. To obtain a sharp 
image the dimcinsions of the light source should be small. 

Making certain assumptions it may be shovm that the changes of illumination 
in the image are approximately proportional to the rate of ohsngc of density 
gradient normal to the light beam. For this reason the method is sometimes superior 
to the Toopler method (in which the chenge of illumination is roughly proportional 
'co the density gradient) for observing certain flaw phenomena, and it is, thcreforo, 
the practice at the N.P.L. to photograph nc‘arly all flows by both methods. In 
addition to being v3luablc for visualizing shock waves*, the direct-shadow method 
is useful for observing other regions where the density gradient ohenges rapidly 
such as boundary layers and wakes. For oxample, it has been found23 that the method 
can be used to determine whether the flow in the boundary layer on a two-dimensional 
aerofoil is laminar or turbulent, and to indicate the position along the surfaoa 
at which transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place. Fig.3 shows the 
rear of an acrofoil at zero incidence held in an airstream moving at 0.7 times the 
speed of sound. For the oaso shown in the upper photograph observations by a 
technique depending on the evaporation of a volatile oil from the surfece showed. 
that transition was at about 0.73 of the chord behind the leading edge. The 
direot-shadow image of the laminar boundary l;ayer ahead of this region is Seen to 
inoludo a white line running parallel to, but soparated from, the surface of the 
acrofoil. This line bends towards the surface close to the transition region. 
The boundary layer was made turbulent from close to the leading odge before the 
lower photograph was taken, and the image of the boundary layer then consists of 
a white line touching the surface. 

The reason for this difference between the images of laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers ms,y be explained by roforence to Fig.6. The density 
profile+ for 3 lminar lsyer draim at the loft hand side of tho diagralil is seen to 
contain two sharp changes of slope, At a small distance from the surface the 
density gradient increases rapidly thus causing adjacent light rays to diverge as 
sketched in the centre of the diagram end producing a region of low illumination 
(I) close to the shadow of the nerofoil surfaoe <as shown on the right hand side. 
Near the outer edge of the boundary layer the density gradient falls thus causing 
the rays of light to converge end producing a region of illumination (the white 
line in the photographs) greater than that (I,) in the image of the undisturbed 
flow at some distance from the shadow of the aorofoil. Tne density profile for a 
turbulent boundary layer shown in the lower half of Fig.6 contains only a single 
region in which thL density gradient ohsnges rapidly. Thus at a small distanoe 
from the surface the density gradient falls very ShWp& this causes the light 
rays to converge and produces a region of high illumination much closer to the 
surface than for 3 lam&or layer. 

7. L&W *Sources 

It has been pointed out in Section 3 that the rsnge and sensitivity of 
a Toeplor apparatus depend on the dimensions of the light souroe. In general, the 
source should bc small because if it is magnified by a condenser prrsngemcnt tho 
amount of light passing through the system is increased, but if it is rcduocd 
there is a loss of light which may be particularly unwelcome if short exposures 
are required. 

For/ _------_-- --------_-_------------------------------------------------------------- 
*In oortsin oases it is possible to derive the strength of a shook wave from 3 

direct-shadow rooord (see Refs. 20, 21 and 22). 

+In the diagram the ratio of the local air density p to the density p. in the 
undisturbed otresm is plotted Cagainst the ratio of the distance y from the 
surface of the aorafoil to the thictiess 6 cf the boundary layer, 

_------_-- ---_-_______-_____------------------------------------------------------ 
*In oortsin oases it is possible to derive the strength of a shook wave from 3 

direct-shadow rooord (see Refs. 20, 21 and 22). 

+In the diagram the ratio of the local air density p to the density p. in the 
undisturbed otresm is plotted Cagainst the ratio of the distance y from the 
surface of the aorafoil to the thictiess 6 cf the boundary layer, 
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For continuous obecrvntions, or for cmncmatography 1rithi.n the speed 
range of the Kodak or FLo.st,ax high-speed comoras, tungsten-filcncnt projector lamps 
or high-pressure mercury vapour lamps are used. The latter are, of COUISIJ, much- 
brighter but this ndvaltage is partially offsot by thoir comparatively high co& 
end the harsh colour of tholr li@. In applicz~ttloos where flash axposurcs are 
required in addition to continuous observations there arc two commercially available 
~z-Jx-w%~~ which can be run continuously or flo.shod. Although both aro sntisfaotory 
for much schlicren work, tho flnsh duration is unfortunately too long for some 
purposes. 

If exposures below about ono microsecond are roquircd, it is ncocssary 
to use o spark discharg&r27,28. At the N.P.L. most photographs arc +&en using 
sparks in air resulting from the discharge of low-~iductnnco condensers of capacity 
vnrying from 0.01 to 0.1 pE'. chargod to betiroon 5 and 30 ItV. The discharge through 
the spark gap is esoillatory8, ths omplitudo and period of the oscillation 
depending on the reactance of the discharge circuit, The oscillation is heavvlly 
dnmped by the dissipation of energy in the spark gap and the circuit. If the 
lowest possible duration of the current is required, the inductance of the 
condcnscr and circuit must be deni2ca. 

The light output does not vzy os rapidly as the current passing through 
the gap, and if the onor, used is large the light may persist i"or a short ti..c at 
a hi&h love1 unmodulat&% by the oscillations of the current. Thus if an 
effective duration of less than one microsecond is required, it is necons+ry to 
limit the energy discharged to les D than about 5 Joules as well as keeping the 
induotancc small. The design of the gap its&? has a considerable effect on the 
light rutput; if the spark chmal is constrained the light output is greater29 
but mare prolonged than if it is unconstrained. In practice a gap which is at 
least partially constrained is osscntiel if the shape wd position of the source 
need to be fixed, 

The cleotrodes of the sp,?rk gap vaporise to some extent dur'. each 
discharge, end the material from which they are made thus influences 2?3 9, C,3l the 
colour, intensity and durntion of the light output. Unfortunately, metals such es 
magnesium and aadmi~ which give the greatest intensity also give long duration 
because the light does not dec,oy so rapidly os with relatively non-volatile metals 
such as tungsten and steel. For this reason, and because of their relatively 
long life, stevl electrodes are o~mnonly used at the N.P.L. 

Typioal spark gaps usod at the N.P.L. are sketched in X94.7. The dasi@ 
shown in Fig.7(a) utilizcs the discherge up a Pyrex tube and produces a "point" 
source of about I$ mm effective diameter suitable for use with the raded-filter 
apparatus or for direct-shadow photography, The gap shown in Fig.7 b) $ consists 
of two flnt elcctrodus clomped between glass plates and gives a source about 
7 mn by I+ m; it is usually mounted so that it can be rotated about the axis of 
the optical system thus enabling the dimension perpendicular to the knife edge to 
be adjusted to any value between the length and breadth of the souroe image. In 
America oxtcnsivo use has been made of tho so-called Libessart gap32 which is 
similar in principle to that sketched in Fig.7(a) but has a much narrower tube 
made of soap stone. 

By aareful arr~angement of the spark gap and condenser the inductance of 
tho dischnrgo circuit can be rflinimizcd, The concentric arrsngement shown 5n 
Fig.8 is used at the N.P.L. to achieve this objective, and has the additronal 
advantage that tho high-voltage electrode is enclosed in the outer shell which 
onn bo earthed for safety. Special condonscrs29 with paper dlelcctrics are 
available in a variety of low-inductlmce forms, and. it is thus usually possible tc 
select a condenser to give the most compact arrangement when connected to a 
particular spark gap. Recently successful experiments have been mada at the 
N.P.L. with a condenser made in the form of a tube from a ceramic of high 
dielectric constant (about 3000), which was presented to us by The Plessey Co, Ltc 
of Towooster. The dimensions of the oondenscr, and the inductance of the 
discharge circuit, aan be made very small, and very short exposures are achieved. 

High-speed cinematograph pictures are usually taken a: the N.P.L. by 
using a continuous light source and a standard Kcdak or Fsstax high-speed camera. 
Cameras giving much higher frame spocds have boen developed for special 

application 
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applications of schlieren photography such as record- combustion phenomena in 
internal combustion engines (see, for exemple, Refs. 26, 33, 34). In applicctions 
where the exposure of each frame needs to bc shorter thCan that obtainable mth 
stsndard high-speed cameras, a dwn omcra has been developed35 to work with sparks 
discharged at a single unconstrained air gall. This gives up to 2000 frames per set 
each with an exposure of less than one microsecond, 

In most wind-tunnel expcrvnents it is unnecessary to control the if&ant 
at which the spark fires precisely, but in some cases, such as when it IS required 
to photograph the flow past an oscillating a‘rofoil.36 or in shock-tube37 or 
ballistic-range38339 work, accurate control is essential. Trigger circuits wbioh 
msy be used to do this are described in Refs. 27, 28 and 32. The signal which is 
used to trigger the spark may be obtained in many v?sys depending on the nature of 
the experiment which is in progross. One method depends on the use of sn auxiliary 
schlieren apparatus. When the aoroclynamic disturbonce to be photographed enters 
the field of this apparatus a signal is produced by a photocell located in the 
image plane, snd this signal is p,assea through a aelay circuit ‘ana used to trigger 
the spark gap of the main schliercn apparatus. This method has boen widely used 
in shook-tube experiments, end nlso in a self-stroboscoping schlieren apparatus&O 
designed to photograph quasi-periodio aerodynamio phenomena in a wind tunnel. 

8. Photographic Gulsions fme.rk Photosr& w-m 

It is tho oxpericnce of meny'xlorkors 2h3u.1 that the characteristics 
of photographic emulsions as determined for ordinary exposure times are not a 
reliable guide to th ir meritis when used with spark light sources for recording the 
low-contrast images2gr@ obtained with schlicron and shadowgraph systems. At the 
N.P.L. it is found that the bost results are obtained by using f,ast non-colaur- 
sensitive emulsions. The negatives are developed to maximum contrast thus 
obtaining the highest effective speed from thz material. 

There is a tendency to unaerexposo rather than to overexpose the 
negative because it is found to be desirable to use a rather large image (; plate), 
and because the duration of the exposure is shortest if the energy discharged in 
the gap is minimized. If the exposure is increased, for example, by reducing the 
size of the image, the superiority of the non-colour-sensitive emulsions becomes 
less marked. The light output of the spark sources rlesoribed above is 
conoentrated29, however, mainly in the region 3000 to 5500 Angstrom units so that 
there is little to be gained by using orthochromatic or panchromatic emulsions in 
my case. Morever, if these emulsions are avoided it is possible to use bright 
safe lights round the working section of the vrind tunnel; this is an important 
practical advantage as other observations are usually taken whilst the photography 
is in progross. 

The inherently lcw contrast of the subject is enhanced by printing the 
negatives on hard gxades of paper so that the full available range of tones csn 
be used to show the diffcront levels of illum.ination in the schlieren image. 
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1hn.y of the features aescriboa in Part I apply no matter what tppe of 
flow is to be observe+ and it is now necessar:' to consider the specicll 
arrangements which may be necessary lf three-dimcnslonal flows are to be 
visunliaed. If n thrco-dimensional flow is exaxincd with a parallel beam oi' light, 
the &age lacks depth ona it is difficult to dctcraine the positions don;; the 
beam of the flow phenomena which Lzpc prcsont. The strongest aeflcotlons of tho 
light oocur13 when the rays are tangential, or nearly so, to thu shock and 
eqxmsion vinvcs. Thus the image resulti%? fro),1 o. system usily pnrallol ligllt will 
give the impression of supcrti~oscd cross sections of the flow, the cross sections 
being taken normal to the beam at the poi;lts prhcrc the rays arc tangentld to the 
shock and ex,paxxi.on waves, Moorcover, in a col,?pliontcd flow the U&t re.ys may 
follow tortuous paths ,uld the deilections at exit from the working scctlon 1~a.y not 
be a true indication of the strengths of tho disturbcnces. These are only 
incidental dlfflculties, h~evor, 6and in sir~lc coos the use of a convontiond 
schliercn system to obscrvi: a three-dimcnslonnl flow is satlsfnctory. For example, 
no difficulty usually arises for flows possessing edal syxxxztry since the ii-~0 
is essentially a oross section of the flow at the median plcule fror.1 which (together 
with the traces of the interaction of the shook waves with the glass walls of the 
tunnel) tho complete flow pattern c,an be aeducod. If the flow is nearly ~&ally 
s&nletric useful results can usually be obtaIned by rot&tine the model about the 
longitudmd wina axis so that, in effect, A series of photographs is obt,-,inea from 
a nmber of directions perpendicular to this axis. 

In lmnny ccses, however, the condltlons arc more corlplrcated rind it IS 
then necessary to ‘assign positions along the bc,am of li.&t to the xarious floV 
phenomena. Several techniques have been devised f;o enable this to be clone, end 
these are describea brxfly below. It should bo crlphasieea that most ol" thesc 
tochnlques are in n very early stage of developxcnt, ?.nd that muoh more work is 
necessary before their vdue can be assessed. 

9. The Stcrcoscopic Method 

The stereoscopic method was devdoped~: by Lyat and Francon for exam- 
discs of glass, end has been used subsequently m Frcaoelk end Amer'icd5 L-Or 
observing combustion and acrodpamic phenomena. The appnrxtua (Fig.9) consists 
cf either n single parallel beam of light used to photograph the flow in the 
workxng section from twr, different &reotions*, or two Inclined beams usea to take 
photographs from two directions simulta?cously. The photographs are vxwed with a 
stereoscope. An cxut1pld+3 of a stereoscopic par of photographs show- faults in 
a @US disc is reproihma in Fig.10. 

10. Th6 R.ax!cfinder Method 

The ran@Ynder method was developed+6 at tho R.&E. by Lcmplough who 
used it for photograph- the shock waves close to the wing of ~1 aeropl,ule flying 
at high speed. The apparatus is sketched in Fig.11 and consists of a oonventiond 
parallel-beam arracmcnt with the addition of a glass wedge close to the 
collinating lens. The light bcar.l is set up alow the sp,an of the wing, ad the 
position of a shock wave along the beam is estimated by observing the relative 
displacement of the part of the image associated with light which has passed. through 
the we&e. The type of record obtained is shown in the exomplc reproduced in 
Fig.12. The displacement of the image is proportionalto the distance from the 
shock wave to the plane in the object space conjugntc to the viewing screen or 
photographic film, and is in opposite directions for shock waves lying on opposite 
sides of the conjugate pla?ze. 

In the apparatus used by La?ploqyh no k&Ye edge was used in the focal 
plane of the second lcna, This arrangement appears to be entirely satisfactory 
for obserdng shock waves, but if it is required to visudize the bourdary layer 
as well it may be desirable to use a ladfe edge cs sketched in Fxg.11. If a knife 
edge is used it must be set parallel to the displacement produced by the rengefinder 

________----_--_------------------------------------------------------------------ 
*In Fi 

2 
.9(a) the set-up is for the emninntion of a glass disc. It is then sx@cr 

to ro ate the disc (from position I to posxtlon II) relative to the be,am of light 
than it is to move the bca? Itself. 
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wedge * Although phenomena producing deflcctlons perpendicular to the edge may 
thus be visuallzed, it will thus be impossible to determine their position along 
the light beam. 

If the shock waves are highly curved, it may be neoess,~y to incline the 
light besm in the manner described in Section12 until it is approximately 
tangential to the element of the shock which is to be visualised. By taking 
photogrnphs for a rmqc of inclinations of the beam it nay then be pcssible to 
obtain the position (and possibly also the slope) of a number of elements of the 
shock end hence to deduce its shape. 

il. The Sharp-focus H&hod 

The shssrp-focus &hod was dovtiloped47 on a small scale by ICcntrowite Lmd 
has been the subject of considerable interest; 3.n its present form it suffers 
from a nuder of disadventagcs which have been dIscussed by Fish end Parnham. 
The method (Fig.13) depends on the fact that sny point in the object is illuminated 
by rays of light within a solid angle a equal ts that subtended at the first 
lens or mirror by the extended source. The depth of focus depends on the angle p 
end the diemeter of the ccceptnble circle of confusion in the imege; the angle 8 
is determined by the ,o.ngle a and the image size. Thus, for R given ratio of the 
diameter of the oircle of confusion to the image size, the dopth of focus is 
approximately inversely proportional to the angle a . Hence a short depth of 
hcus fiw be obtained by using a large source gf light. The objection that the 
sensitivity as a sohliercn system of the apparatus will be low when the source 
is 1orSe is overcome by using on array of small slit SOUFCES and a corresponding 
array of laufe edges as a cut-off, 

Examples of the typo of record are sham in F1S.14 which is reproduced 
from Ref.47 and shows photographs of a shock wave in a nozzle with dimensions 
2 in. by 2~ in., the upstream Mach number being about 1.3. Fig.l4(i) was t&en 
with a ccnventional apparatus zd Fig,l4(ii) with the sharp-focus apparatus 
focussed on the middle oi' the tunnel, The comp‘arison sha>s that the conditions U? 
the middle of the tunnel differ from those near the walls. 

When the sensitivity is moderately high the image quality suffers from 
the effects of diffraotion at the multiple knife edges, and the situation is 
aggravated by the fact that the object pl,anc in sharp focus is shown on a back- 
ground of the out-of-focus object planes. 

12. Shook-wave Plittti Methods 

The shook-wave plotting method was 46 developed by Lu.lplough and has been 
used to record shock-wave pattorns in flight and in the wind tunnel. The apparatus 
used in the wznd-tunnel observations is sketched in Fig.15; the apparatus used in 
flight operates on tho ssmz principle. It involves the use of a parallel beam 
of light which may be rotated about an axis normal to the plane of the w?ng which 
will be taken as horisontel in the follo?&ng discussion. The light passing through 
a horizontal slice of the work?+ fl section is received Oi? a film t-a narrow 
horizontal slit, As the bean is rotated about the vcrticsl axis the film is 
moved in a vertical direoti n, the slit remaining at rest. At any point in tho 
rotation of the boam whore the light rays sre tangential to the shock front in the 
narrow slice of the flow field under observation a dark band is recorded on the 
film, From this record it is possible+ to deduce the shape of the shock front in 
the part of the flow examined. An exempl&+9 showing the result obtained when the 
shock contour is reconstructed from the original record by means of a specially 
designed "reduction box" is reproduced in Fig.16. This shows the shock contour a 
little above the surfnce of a wing with 50 dog sweepbaok. 

By moving the slit in front of the film to successive positions across 
the field of flow tho entire field can be scanned, a i'remo of film being obtained 
ffr each slice explored, 

The criticism has been made that when the method is used on a wind 
tunnel, the windows in the s$,de walls need to be very long in order to allow the 
beam ef light to be passed obliquely acroos the flow. The objection is not, 

however/ 
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however, confind to this pnrticular method of visualisation since most optical 
moth&s require that the li?,ht beem CM be rotated until It is approximntcly 
parollcl to the shock front which is to be obscrvcd. 

13. wqucs fer Half Models 

If the wall or rclfcction plate from which R half model is supported is 
transparent, a besm of 1iSht csn be passed across the tunnel and %any of the 
schliercn methods described above can be used. Altcmatively limited obsorvetions 
can be made throwh a small window located in the rcfloction plate; for 0xemp10, 
the flow near the tip of a highly swept wine, has been observed through a w-in&w 
lncatod at the rogue of the reflection plate. 

In most cases, hoviever, the wall or reflection plate is opaque, ‘as the 
apparatus behind it wdl obstruct the beam of light. It ma3 thon be possible to 
use the reflection plate as :m optlc,d rmrror EL&, u.9i.n~ the schliercn methods 
described above, visualise the flow by rcflectl~, the light back @cross the 
tunnel. 

A simpler method for obtaining less detailed information is to proJcct 
the imwe of shock waves and other florr phenomena onto the propared surface of 
tho reflection plate in the manner slcctohed in Fig.17. This technique 1s) of 
course, equally applicable to win+body combinntlons (the im~o of the flow near 
the wing heir@ projected onto the surface of tho body) where the s~o of the body 
would prevent observations of the flow near the win2 surr"ncc by the usup 
schlieren methods. 

An alternative method which may be useful in special cases is to project 
the im,~c of the shook wave onto the surface of the wa as shown In i?i~,l7. 
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Working section 
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Sketch of a Toepler Schlieren Apparatus. 
(Undisturbed rays shown full, disturbed rays shown dotted. 
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